General machine tool capability

Abrasive blast cabin MHG SMG 50

Purpose

Abrasive blast cabin for various tasks such as
- surface treatment prior to lubricant application,
- cleaning,
- deburring,
- descaling or
- finishing

of parts made of metal, but also other materials.

Specifications

- Dust proof vacuum cabin with blasting material recovery
- Working space dimensions:
  1100 x 660 x 816 mm (width x depth x height)
- Standard blasting material:
  glass beads, 100 – 200 µm diameter (others available)
- Manual operation by foot pedal and blasting gun for large parts and locally blasting
- Automatic operation by rotary drum and programmable blasting duration for small parts
- Two side doors, dust proof closing, double-walled, sound-absorbing foamed, lockable, with electrical switch-off protection